
Ernie Bold
Istanbul, TR, zergetaev@gmail.com, linkedin.com/in/zernie

SKILLS & INTERESTS

Skills:Rails, React, Redux, TypeScript, PostgreSQL, RSpec, Docker, GraphQL, Stimulus.js, Next.js, Ethereum, Web3
Interests:Project Management, AI, Blockchain, Enterpreneurship, Community Marketing

ABOUT ME

Senior Full Stack Web Developer with project management skills and seven years of experience. Helped startups secure 
tens of millions of dollars in investments. Open to remote jobs and visa sponsorship.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Archive.com Miami, USA
Senior Staff Software Developer, Project Manager Jan 2022 - Present

As a PM, I oversaw the development of a cutting-edge product within 6 months, amassing millions of active users with 
a 40% month-over-month growth rate and onboarding top-tier clients such as Glossier, Kitsch, The Feed and HVMN.
Conducted 30+ technical interviews to identify top-quality Senior Software Developer talent, resulting in 3 successful 
hires.
Executed extensive frontend refactoring of 10K+ lines of code to gradually incorporate TypeScript using ts-migrate, 
mitigating over 75% bugs in production.

Bonfire San Francisco, USA
Senior Full Stack Developer May 2021 - Aug 2021

Implemented an airdrops feature on blockchain which helped to attract 10+ new B2B clients and tens of thousands of 
dollars in Monthly Recurring Revenue
Introduced sound type annotations which alleviated financial bugs & led to a saving of $3,000+ monthly in 
maintenance & support costs.
Built a solid archectural foundation, based on Next.js, PostgreSQL, Redis for caching and Amazon SQS for 
background jobs

rabota08.ru Moscow
CTO Sep 2021 - Jan 2022

Developed & launched an alpha version of the website from scratch in under 3 months, with daily website clients 
exceeding 5K, 1K+ telegram subscribers and MRR exceeding $10.000
Conducted business dev to onboard CTO of private companies and heads of local government organizations with 
combined revenues in billions of dollars.
Delivered tailored pitches to 20 high-level executives showcasing potential ROI, to successfully board 5 new customers 
within 4 weeks.

Busbud Montreal, Canada
Senior Fullstack Developer Jul 2019 - May 2021

Added support for selling train tickets, which increased the amount of sold tickets by $100.000+ monthly
I oversaw the localization of our web application into a new language for entry into a market with 127 million users 
and a potential for $10M+ in monthly revenue, working closely with stakeholders and supervising translators.
Refactored parts of legacy backend codebase with TypeScript, improved test coverage to 80% with Jest, and reduced 
CI time by 30% which increased the velocity by 15%

Vayable San Francisco, USA
Full Stack Developer May 2019 - Jul 2019

Upgraded $2M legacy codebase from Rails 3 to Rails 5 across 100,000+ active user sessions, completed in 8 weeks.
Moved to a new React.js frontend, which allowed for many QoL features, improved performance and gave a 
foundation to mobile app
Optimized test frameworks by integrating Rspec, FactoryBot and Capybara to drastically improve test coverage rate to 
over 90%, resulting in an 80% decrease in users' complaints.

Krypton Capital
Full Stack Developer Dec 2017 - May 2019
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jury.online:
I single-handedly created a dashboard from the ground up for a blockchain startup that garnered over 3 million USD in 
investments during its ICO.
Developed a JSON API with 40+ endpoints with accompanying Swagger documentation to be used by partners and 
React-based frontend
buzz.im:
Optimized performance to achieve 90+ scoring on Google PageSpeed Insights
Improved SEO to get into top 3 positions in Google Search with the relevant keywords
Worked with the developers of a telegram bot with 20+ JSON API endpoints to integrate its capabilities into the 
platform
Developed a JSON API with accompanying Swagger documentation, which is used by Vue.js frontend
Worked with with designers on mockups for a design revamp, integrated the resulting 30 screens into the platform.

Freelance New York, USA
Fullstack Developer Feb 2016 - Dec 2017

Worked as a freelance Ruby on Rails developer under a guidance of Senior Software Developer from Zillow Group.
Built a template of a web application with Ruby on Rails that is being sold to startups in the real state business to help 
cut time for building MVPs in half
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